Using a new and more general genetic model called the discrete-allelic state model and assuming discrete-time process, the evolutionary changes of genetic variation of quantitative characters, controlled by a few loci, within and between populations during the process of genetic differentiation of populations or species, are studied under the effects of mutation and centripetal selection in infinitely large populations. While in a finite population and ignoring selection, the rate of change of additive genetic variance depends on mutation and effective population size, traits under optimal selection in infinitely large populations go through the dynamics of a rather complicated form depending on the relative intensities of selection and mutation. When a population, which has reached steady-state by mutation-selection balance, splits into two, in one of which the same optimum genotype holds but in the other the optimum shifts a few standard deviations away from the original optimum, the corresponding daughter population starts differentiating from its sister population by favouring certain class of mutant alleles and discarding others which were originally favoured. During this process of turn over of genes, both the intra-and inter-populational variances undergo a complicated change, and the ratio of the former to the latter is a non-linear function of time of divergence. This pattern is qualitatively very different from the case when selection is absent. The intra-population distribution of genotypic values, during this transition, is shown to deviate considerably from normality. The presence of linkage seems to retard the accumulation of intra-populational genetic variance. The implications of these results are discussed in comparison with the earlier findings of evolutionary models of quantitative traits.
INTRODUCTION
The early attempts to explain genetic variability of quantitative characters made by Fisher (1922) , Wright (1931 Wright ( , 1937 , Haldane (1932) , Robertson (1956) and Latter (1960) dealt with models based on multiple loci but each with only two segregating alleles. Modern understanding of molecular genetics, however, indicate that a gene is subdivisible into a very large number of variable nucleotide sites so that a model involving segregation of infinitely many alleles at a given locus is more realistic than the early attempts. Crow and Kimura (1964) introduced, for the first time, an infinite allele model which was later studied by Kimura (1965) in detail. In this study, mutation was considered as producing multiple alleles with varying phenotypic effects in a continuous manner at each of the several loci involved in the inheritance of quantitative characters. Later on, several workers such as Latter and Novitski (1969) , Latter (1970) , Slatkin (1970) , Lande (1975 Lande ( , 1976 Lande ( , 1977 Lande ( , 1979 Lande ( , 1980 , Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (1976) , Bulmer (1972, 1980) , Fleming (1979) , Karlin (1979) studied the evolution of quantitative characters incorporating the effects of mutation, selection and genetic drift either singly or jointly. More recently, Nagylaki (1984) , Turelli (1984 Turelli ( , 1985 , Gillespie (1984) and Gimelfarb (1986) have addressed similar problems.
In these studies (with the exception of Latter, 1970 , Lande, 1975 and Gillespie, 1984 , the primary concern was to explain the magnitude of genetic variance within a population and little consideration was given to the genetic differentiation between population or species. Moreover, none of these workers adopted a more realistic \ / \2 j 2m \(1 II\m-r/ \2 a = 0 otherwise model of mutation involving discrete change of we use the discrete-time, discrete allelic-state model state. Chakraborty and Nei (1982) developed with mutation and random drift. The majority of therefore a new mutation model called "discrete the discussions of this paper involves mutation and allelic effect" to examine the extent of genetic selection in an infinitely large population, and the variation of a quantitative trait within a population effect of random genetic drift will be considered as well as the same between two populations during at a later stage. The selection is of the optimum the process of their genetic differentiation. But type so that we can examine the change in variance their study considered the forces of mutation and under two situations: (a) a population that evolves random drift only and selection was ignored.
from monomorphism (at an optimum phenotype), As mentioned above, such a theory needs furand (b) when an equilibrium population shifts to ther revision as most quantitative characters are a new environment where the optimum phenotype subject to adaptive changes and hence the role of is shifted by a few units of the phenotypic scale. selection cannot be ignored. Even though such
The transient behaviour of the approach to equiladaptive genetic change is often triggered by ibrium is studied in terms of changes in means as environmental changes, as observed in the temwell as variance. The changes in the interpopulaporal changes in the cephalic index of Japanese tional variance is examined when an equilibrium skulls over the past 500 years (Suzuki, 1960) , in population splits into two, where one of them certain characters the effect of environmental facmoves to a new optimum environment. tors seems to be relatively simple. For example, skin pigmentation in man is to a great extent related to adaptation to sunlight, so that by knowing the THE MODEL sunlight intensity for any population, we may be able to model the evolutionary change of pigWe consider modelling for those quantitative mentation. Thus, by a joint consideration of seleccharacters which are controlled by n loci where n tion, mutation and random genetic drift, we may is usually small say 5 to 6. We assume that at each determine the selective stress due to adaptation for locus there is an infinite number of possible allelic a changed environment during the period of states. For a given locus, let A. represent an allele human migration. In general, however, a rigorous occupying state i (any integer number from -cxD analysis of joint effects of all the three factors viz, to x) and having an allelic effect of ia. We assume selection, mutation and random drift seems to be that all allelic effects are additive with no dominvery complex.
ance and no epistasis and that once A, mutates, it The evolution of quantitative characters can be changes to allelic state (i+ r)a with probability, studied in either of the two ways. One way would be to define and study the underlying models at for 0 r in the level of phenotype avoiding any reference to gene frequencies. The other way could be to define and study a genetic model assuming that a com- (1) plete genetic analysis of the traits is possible. In where m is the possible number of mutational the latter case, one has to start from the simplest changes.
(1) is a shifted binomial distribution with situation of a single locus with two alleles and mean and variance of the distribution at 0 and build over it the more complex systems of infinitely m/2 respectively. If v denotes the mutation rate, many alleles at a locus, several loci, linkage and the absolute probability of such a mutation would epistatic effects etc. The results obtained from the be var. Thus, an allele that mutates but has the simpler situations of one or two loci give an insight same allelic affect as that of the original allele to the problem, particularly for characters such as would do so with probability Va0, so that in the skin pigmentation in man which is believed to be conventional definition, the real mutation rate v'
controlled by a few loci say 5 to 6 with major effect.
would be given by v = (1 -a0)v. The increment of The rate of evolution, for such characters, is fairly the variance of allelic effect by mutation is then rapid and modelling with few loci would be vma2/2 per generation as shown in Clayton and realistic. in this paper, we follow the latter approach and study the evolutionary changes of genetic vanRobertson (1955) . This being true for haploids, the corresponding value for diploids would be o,, = vma2.
ance within and between populations for quantitative characters determined by a few loci with major
The selection operates on the total phenotypic value y. With no genotype-environment interaction effects such as skin pigmentation. For this purpose and taking the case of a single locus with multiple [-sa2(i+j)2] with the optimal value of y as zero and thus, the change in gene frequency of A, from generation (t -1) to t is given by
where wA(t-1) is the mean fitness of individuals at the locus in the (t -1 )th generation so adjusted 2171 (1 \2m (ar)21'2' as to make 1x1(t-1)=1.
,=3\m-r) \21 
where Og(t) is the total genotypic variance contributed by this locus at time t.
Since the optimum genotype is at the origin, we have initially x,(O) = x(O). Then for all i, x(t) = x_1(t) at each generation, this property being invariant to the transformation (4). From the symmetry of the model, we expect the equilibrium to be globally stable. As shown in Appendix A at equilibrium, the frequent allele frequencies are obtained as
where S=sa2/v and i+j)2=
ug/2a, with x = .L for all i = 1, 2,... This analytical approximation for equilibrium profile is similar to that of Gillespie (1984) though only vaguely since mutation is not incorporated in that study.
In the general case of rn-step mutational changes, the moments of the allelic effects as well as those of genotypic effects can be obtained analytically under optimum selection and the same assumptions for v and s as those used for m = 1. Denoting the kth moment of the distribution of allelic effects at a locus in the t-th generation by
, a kikx(t), the recurrence relationship for the even order moments is approximately given by
where a, the proportionate effect of the locus, as defined by Falconer (1960) , is (2a/cr) and I is the intensity of natural selection as given in Haldane (1954 
The recurrence relationship of the gene frequencies in two successive generations with mstep mutation model is then given by
+v Xj(1_1)( 2rn) (1)2m so that the change of variance of allelic effects at generation t, M2(t), is given by
At equilibrium, therefore, the fourth moment and the variance of allelic effects are related by
M4 2mva
Now, jf p.(t) denotes the r-th order moment of the genotype effects at the locus (i.e., (t) ar(i+j)x1(t)x(t)), the variance and the fourth moments of the genotypic effect at a locus are related with those of allelic effects by the relation /12(t) = 2M2( t) and /14(r) = 2M4(t) + 6M(t). (10) under the assumption that v and s are so small that their powers and products could be neglected.
From eq. (8) We, therefore, obtain the important result of non-normal equilibrium distribution under the discrete allelic effect model. The departure from normality can be determined from the value of /32 = /14//22 at equilibrium. From eq. (11) we obtain 132 = 2+ T/srA, and hence the departure from normality as measured by y = /32-3 is given by
As before, we assume that v and s are so small that their powers as well as products could be neglected. The mean fitness t) is then approxi-
where ILc(t) is the average genotypic value in the population at generation t.
Using this expression of i'(t) in eq. (13) and multiplying both sides by ai, a summation over all i yields the recurrence relationship connecting the mean genotypic values in two successive generations which is given by
where p.(t) is the r-th order moment (about origin) of the genotypic values in the tth generation. Clearly, at equilibrium we thus have p. = don, the optimum genotypic value and p.3 = 0, the equilibrium distribution being symmetric.
The change of genotypic variance can be similarly obtained by multiplying both sides of eq.
(13) by a2i2 and summing over all i. After some algebraic simplifications we obtain, approximately.
Og(t) = mva2+ s{2oA(t) At the transitory stage it is difficult to assert analytically from eq. (16) how the variance is altered. However, as we shall see in our numerical computations, at a transitory stage the genotypic variance first increases and eventually returns to its original equilibrium value.
Two loci: optimum selection model
We now consider two linked loci A and B at each of which an infinite number of possible allelic types can exist. Under the assumption that allelic effects over loci are additive without any epistatic interaction, let the contribution of the gametic effect of the gamete AB3 be represented by a(i+j). represents the mutational scheme which is essentially a two-dimensional extension of Chakraborty (17) and Nei's (1982) scheme with m = 1 in both dimensions (A and B loci) . Under this scheme the gamete type AB3 can mutate to A+1B3, A_1B3, AB3÷1 or A1B3_1 each with probability v/2 whereas it does not mutate and therefore has the same phenotypic effect as that of the original gamete with probability (1 -2v). Effectively we assume that mutations of type A.B to A±1B±1 are of negligible order. The mean fitness of individuals with genotype AABkB, is assumed to be Wdkl exp [-sa2(i+j+k+l) 2J with optimal value of the characters at zero (optimal genotype being AOAOBØBQ) with relative fitness of unity. Let the recombinatjon value between the two loci be r.
Assuming that selection, recombination and mutation events occur as in the stated order, the recurrence relationship between the gametic frequencies in two successive generations is given by
where iAn(f -1) is the mean fitness of the population at generation (t -1), and z = i +j + k + 1. As before, neglecting powers of s, v and sv, we have
where x(t-1)=3X(t-1) and y(t-1) X,(t -1) are the gene frequencies of alleles A. and B at the A and B locus, respectively in (t -1 )th generation.
It is easy to see that under the above approximation the mean fitness AB(t-1) at generation is given by w.4(t)= I -sa2 (i+j+k+ 1)2XJ(t)Xk,(t)
where oA,l(t) is the genotypic variance at the t-th generation.
In general, analytic expressions for the recurrence relationship for the moments of the genotypic distribution are tedious to obtain. 
where HA(t) and HB(t) are the underlying heterozygosities at the A and B loci, respectively (i.e., HA(t) = I -x(t) and H(t) = 1 -y(t)).
RESULTS
It is apparent from the theoretical development given in the previous section that a quantitative study of genetic differentiation for metric traits between populations of species cannot be made analytically if optimal selection with stepwise mutation in an infinite population is envisaged. A computer was therefore used to compute numerically the various quantities of interest by resorting to exact recurrence relations for single as well as two-loci models already discussed in the previous sections. The mean and variability of the character both within as well as between populations were studied in the transient stage and at equilibrium. To start with, the initial population was considered as monomorphic at optimum i.e., genetically homogeneous with only one type of individuals and the behaviour of within population variance studied over time. After reaching the equilibrium, the optimum was shifted to a few units on the right and the transient behaviour of the mean and variability (within as well as between) was studied. In so far as within population variability with optimum at origin is concerned, detailed discussions of equilibria have since appeared in Nagylaki (1984) and Turelli (1984 Turelli ( , 1985 .
However, when the optimum is shifted, on reach-
ing equilibrium, the transient behaviour of the variance and skewness does not seem to have appeared in print. The discussion of such behaviour by Gillespie (1984) pertains to a different situation as it does not involve mutation.
Within population variability
Since the mean is at the optimum and the optimum is set at zero, the population mean remains at zero unless there is a shift of the optimum genotype. For more intense selection, the variances at equilibrium are lower as otherwise expected.
Mutation creates variability while selection eliminates it so that for intense selection, its role is dominant. Also, the approach to equilibrium is found to be quicker for more intense selection as revealed by results of computer simulations which are not presented here.
Between population variability
When we shift the optimum to four or six standard deviation units away from the mean on the right and study the transient behaviour of the process as it approaches the same equilibrium, we notice some interesting results. It may be noted that such drastic changes in the optimum are consistent with the type of quantitative traits aimed at in this study such as skin pigmentation. It is believed that a small group of Caucasian race with fair skin moved out of Central Asia around 3000 years ago and settled in southern parts of America with plenty of sunlight. Their skin pigmentation must have changed due to a drastic shift in the optimum phenotype for pigmentation. Size of tooth in prehistoric man is another such example where optimum phenotype might have shifted drastically due to changed environmental conditions. It is therefore biologically relevant to assume that a population which reached a steady state by mutation-selection balance now splits into two, one of which moves to a new environment which shifts the optimal genotype 4 to 6 standard deviations away from the origin which was the original genotypic value. As soon as this occurs, the corresponding daughter population starts differentiating from its sister population effectively by favouring certain classes of mutant alleles and discarding others which were originally favoured. During this process of turn over of genes, the statistical properties of the allelic distribution undergo characteristic changes, depending upon the magnitudes of v, s, and m. In table 2 we present these results in terms of mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis of genotypic values in different generations for a quantitative character under centripetal. selection when the new optimum is at six standard deviations away from the original optimum. We take v = 0.001, s = 2v, and m = 5. A somewhat higher value of mutation rate than warranted by empirical estimates as given in Turelli (1984) was taken to speed (17) where is When s is very large compared to v, more than one transitory maxima are produced. In fig.  2 , we present such a behaviour of intra-populational variance for s = 0002, OOO4 and OOO8 when v = 0O01, m = 1 and when the new optimum is at six standard deviations away from the original optimum at the origin.
For higher values of m, the variance attains a considerably higher peak as well as somewhat earlier than when m = 1. The most interesting feature is regarding the skewness of the distribution of genotypic values. Initially, this distribution is symmetrical but as we advance in time, its symmetry is disturbed. It gets skewed initially and then slowly the skewness decreases, changes sign and > LU U z finally the distribution becomes again symmetrical at equilibrium. The kurtosis of the distribution also behaves in a similar fashion. Starting from a value very near to three initially, it declines to a value less than half but increases thereafter and restores the initial value at the equilibrium. Compared to m = 1, the distribution for m = 5 becomes more leptokurtic. A typical allelic distribution correspondingto v=OOO1, s=2v and m=5,depicting these features, is shown in fig. 3 .
Of special importance in these studies is the genetic differentiation between populations built up over a period of time when a population which reached a steady state by mutation-selection balance splits into two in one of which the same optimum holds but in the other it has shifted a certain distance away from the mean. As soon as this occurs the corresponding daughter population starts differentiating from its sister population effectively by favouring certain classes of mutant alleles and discarding others which were originally favoured. We have already discussed in the previous section how intra-population variance (V,) behaves under such circumstances. Since the mean genotypic values of the two populations diverge, a between-population variance (Be) is built up over time in a characteristic manner. This variance can be measured as one-fourth of the square of the difference of mean genotypic values of the two populations genetically isolated for t generations. In Chakraborty and Nei (1982) to obtain this van- ance, two randomly chosen alleles one from each of the two populations are considered and variance (D,) of the difference between these two alleles is expressed as
D= V1+B,/(2n)
where the character is assumed to be controlled by n loci at each of which the allelic effects are identical and proportional to their states. With no selection and for a finite population of size N they obtain expressions for B, and V, as the mean genotypic value (X=40) since the between-population variance (B5) attains its equilibrium value (B,=4.0) at a later time than V5, the within population variance. Unlike the nonadaptive trait case discussed in Chakraborty and Nei (1982) , under centripetal selection and in an infinite population, the variance ratio (B5/ V,) reaches a steady state value (B,,/ V,, = 8.80) since the process of genetic differentiation stops once the diverging population reaches its steady-state genotypic distribution around its new optimum genotypic value which is 6 standard deviations away from the original optimum at origin. We thus see that with selection the ratio (B5/ V,) asymptotes and does not therefore increase linearly with time as found in Chakraborty and Nei (1982) where selection is ignored and population size is finite. The results presented above relate to selection at the genotypic level when single locus is considered. However, it was also possible to obtain similar results for the two-loci case when gametic selection is resorted to. These results pertaining to within population variability are presented in table 3, where the initial population is taken as genetically homogeneous with only one type of optimal genotype and recombination fractions take three different values between complete linkage and no linkage, viz. 00, 025, and 050. It is apparent that the effect of linkage is not very pronounced in the initial stages but at equilibrium it is found to reduce the intra-population variance. However, this result of decreased equilibrium variance with decreased recombination could well be due to the gametic selection resorted to in the simulations.
DISCUSSION
Kimura (1965) showed, for infinitely large populations, and assuming a continuous time process that the distribution of allelic effects tends to be normal at equilibrium between selection and mutational forces and that the mean and variance of the equilibrium distribution are determined by the amounts of increase in mean and variance of the genotypic value per gene per generation as well as by the intensity of fitness function. The discrete allelic-state model with the assumption of a discrete-time process, considered in this paper, has revealed behaviour similar to those to Kimura (1965) as it should, since binomial distribution of allelic effects should tend to normal distribution as we go from discrete to continuous case. On the other hand, the diallelic model of Latter (1960), re-analysed by Bulmer (1972 Bulmer ( , 1980 Table 3 Genetic variance ( V,) within a population of a character controlled by two loci under the joint effect of mutation and cehtripetal selection as a function of time (t, in generations) and recombination fraction (r). [ME V and intensity of selection. He then analysed a model with tri-allelic loci which allows amonglocus variation in mutation rates and allelic effects.
At the single locus level, such a model is a particular case of the discrete-time, discrete allelicstate mutation model analysed in the present paper and leads to the same conclusions as in Turelli (1984) in so far as the equilibrium genetic variance is concerned. This is demonstrated below.
For this purpose, we consider m = 1 and a finite number of (2k+1) alleles A_k, A_(k_l), . . . A_1,
A0, A1
A(k_l), Ak at the locus following the mutation scheme given by (1) and note that s in (3) corresponds to (2Vç) ' inTurelli (1984) . Under the same approximations for v and s, as adopted in this study, but with finite number of (2k+ 1) alleles, the change in the frequency of ith allele given by (A2) in Appendix A gets modified to
j=k When the population reaches globally stable equilibrium, ix1(t) = 0 giving , = x_, for each i, the equilibrium mean is zero and we have, with
i=0,1,2,...,k (27) For k = 1, we have three alleles A0, A1 and A_1
with respective equilibrium frequencies , = = (2v/s) (30) which for n loci, under the assumption of approximate global linkage equilibrium, would correspond exactly to the relation (3.29) of Turelli (1984) . The results of this particular case therefore agrees with 'house-of-cards' predicition that equilibrium genetic variance is independent of the phenotypic effects of mutation to first order. It further indicates that the approximation /3 <1 which is true for a wide range of parameter values, as per Turelli (1984) , is consistent with some of the numerically chosen values of v and s used in the present paper and therefore make the numerical results biologically relevant. However, it may be noted that as soon as we move from a finite number of alleles flanking on either side of the type allele A0, to an infinitely large number of alleles similarly placed, we find that the equilibrium genetic variance is related to the fourth moment of the genotypic values in the manner given by (17). This indicates the importance of the non-normality of the distribution of genetic effects. (26) As already mentioned in the Introduction, very few studies on the problem of genetic differentiation between population or species have appeared, particularly for the situation when one of the daughter populations has a shifted optimum.
Such cases have biological relevance as for instance in skin pigmentation for a small group of Caucasian race with fair skin who moved out of Central Asia around 3000 years ago and settled in southern parts of America with plenty of sunlight.
The optimum phenotype for skin pigmentation must therefore have shifted by several standard deviations away from the original optimum. This introduces differentiation between populations and it is of interest to study the transient properties of such a process. This has been done in this paper by studying the distribution of allelic frequency as a function of time. assume that it has normal kurtosis, we have I'(0) = 0, L3(0) = 0, p(0) = 3(0). If we also disregard the increase in variation due to mutation, the expression (16) reduces to the result given in Latter (1970) . The genotypic variance is reduced and the reduction depends on the intensity of selection and the heritability.
The transient behaviour of the mean noticed in this investigation can be useful in giving some idea about the divergence time; at least the time by which the mean gets to half of the total change in the mean, i.e., 1/2(do-), which is known. The The main focus of this study is on the genetic differentiation between populations which gets built up over time when the population, after reaching equilibrium by mutation-selection balance, splits up into two in one of which the same optimum holds but in the other it shifts a few standard deviations away from the mean. The ratio between versus within population variance (B,/ V,) as a function of time then provides with a possible means of ascertaining the role of adaptive changes under which the character changes over time. With selection, this ratio necessarily changes nonlinearly with time. For i = 0, = 0 and X02 = 1, so that with x = x, for all non-zero integers i.
In (A3) S and G are the same as defined in a2=x0. eq. (6). It is apparent that (A3) is a second order For i = 1, = 1 and x12 = 1, so that = a1 + ..
lineardifference equation with variable coefficients Using (A3) we get and can be solved by standard technique of transforming (A3) into a = -(SG)0.
=0.
Thus we get (A4)
where x,1 and x2 are given as above. From (A5) we see, putting i = 1, that SG < 1 which means giving the upper limit of the equilibrium variance in terms of v and s. This was found to be true from the computer results using the exact recurrence relation (4) for m = 1. The final form for , using (A5) in conjunction with the specific solutions and x2 is obtained as = {1
-SGi'+ S(1
+[3 -SG(6-G) +2S (1 -G)(4-G)(1 -SG)]i3
Numerically, for all practical purposes, we find that the frequencies of alleles at equilibrium are virtually zero beyond . We can therefore obtain x2 and 2 from (A6) as follows X2 [1 -2SG+2S(1 -G)(1 -SG)]
= [1 -3SG+6S(1 -G)(1 -SG)
+2S{3-SG(6-G) +2S(1 -G)(4-G)(l -SG)}] which are the same as in eq. (6).
